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May 5, 1966

Dear Pearl:

Many thanks for your note. I am enclosing a copy of a letter which I sent to U.V. Jones in March and will also send you a copy of one which I hope to get off to him, to Mary Green, and perhaps to Betty Taylor tomorrow.

I am returning your cards and also some lists which I made from them for our mailing and which I thought might be useful to you. I have divided your cards which were marked "paid" into two lists—those who are on the S.E. Conference of Law Teachers list and those which are not. I wanted to ask you about the third name on List 1. Could it be Mrs. Leah F. Chanin (who is listed in the directory of law teachers)?

There are several people who are not marked as paid members but who have had some connection with the group and I am wondering whether they should get any notices. They are:

- Cheape
- Cabral
- Queek
- Pillau
- Mitchell
- Neal
- Tomeny
- Starnes
- Law Librarian, North Carolina Supreme Court Library (This is the young man who was at the Southeastern breakfast last year, but I can't remember his name)

As it stands, we are mailing only to:

- List 1
- List 2
- Mrs. Kelly (since she has been coming)
- Miss Cheape (since she is serving on one of our committees, although her card was not marked paid)

If there is anyone else who is a paid member (or to whom you think the notices on the meeting should be sent) will you let me know in your usual prompt fashion?

Many thanks, Pearl. I thought I would suggest to Jones and Mary Green that we talk about the program at the annual meeting, but if nobody will be there, perhaps we had better start talking by letter. I'll let you know what I write and what they say.

Hope to see you real soon.

Love,